**RESERVED EASEMENTS:**

**CNI 38**  
A one-acre site easement on the eastern shore of Icy Bay for the Caetani River Trailhead Site. (CNI site)

**CNI 39**  
An easement 25 feet in width for the Caetani River Trail. (CNI trail)

**CNI 46**  
An easement 60 feet in width for the existing and proposed Yahtse River Road from CNI 49 northerly to Moraine Harbor and CNI 55. The road is rerouted around private land as a proposed road. (CNI local road)

**CNI 47**  
An easement 60 feet in width for the existing Icy Bay Airstrip Access Road from CNI 46 to CNI 48. (CNI local road)

**CNI 48**  
An easement 250 feet in width and 3,000 feet in length for the existing Icy Bay Airstrip. (CNI airstrip site)

**CNI 49**  
An easement 150 feet in width and 1,800 feet in length for the existing Yahtse River Airstrip No. 1. (CNI airstrip site)

**CNI 50**  
An easement 150 feet in width and 1,800 feet in length for existing Yahtse River Airstrip No. 2. (CNI airstrip site)

**CNI 51**  
An marine shoreline easement 50 feet upland of the mean high tide line of Icy Bay. (CNI marine shoreline)

**CNI 52**  
A streamside easement on the bed and banks and the area 50 feet upland of the ordinary high water mark of Yahtse River on that portion of the river that generally parallels the marine coastline. (CNI streamside)

**CNI 53**  
A one-acre site easement adjacent to CNI 49. (CNI site)

**CNI 54**  
A one-acre site easement on the north side of Yahtse River at the coast. (CNI site)